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Structuring for Exit
Enabling Owners to sell their Business

Owners of a business in GCC who want to sell
At Hadef & Partners, our ‘Structuring for
Exit’ initiative is aimed at helping owners
of businesses in the GCC to realise the
full value of their business.

After working with many expatriate
business owners and buyers of those
businesses, we have established this
specific initiative to address the common
problems encountered by such owners
when they wish to sell all or part of their
business.

We have worked on and successfully completed
many sales of businesses in recent years where
Sellers have, with proper planning and
engagement, been able to achieve full value for
their business. This is effectively the “transaction
of a lifetime” for most Sellers, but can also be the
most difficult one to complete.
Expatriate owners of businesses in the GCC are
relatively unique in that although they may desire
to return home and take up a new life, many can
find themselves feeling “trapped” by being
unable to realise the value of their hard work
through a sale and succession plan. GCC
nationals generally have different considerations
and requirements for achieving a sale and
succession plan.
We passionately believe that we are the best
choice to advise Sellers on how to sell their
businesses, as evidenced by our significant track
record of transactions that we have closed.

Realising the value of your business –
Five common types of exit
Our experience of transactions in the GCC shows
us that the following are the five main types of
exit:
1.

Third party buyer;

2.

Buy-out by existing franchisor/principal
distributor/joint venture partner/investor;

3.

Private equity/new investor buyer;

4.

Existing management team/new management
team (MBO or MBI); and

5.

Refinancing.

Although other types of Buyers do of course exist
and some Buyers are a hybrid among these five
common types, we find that the above categories
generally apply to most private businesses sold in
the GCC. In addition, while we appreciate that a
refinancing is not a “Buyer” and does not provide
a clean equity exit to a Seller, we have included it
as an option as it can enable a Seller to extract a
significant portion of the cash value of a business
within a short period.
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How we can help you in deciding the appropriate exit option
As a law firm, we cannot of course decide on
which of the options would suit you best
financially, but we can introduce you to an
appropriate adviser to do this. We have developed
links with various advisers who can listen to your
story, as well connections to other stakeholders,
such as financing banks, who will consider
referrals from us where we believe this
appropriate, with no obligation to any party.
We can help you to identify your potential options
on a broad strategic basis, including in respect of
the opportunities, challenges and risks that each
option might bring, based on our considerable
collective team experience.

•

•

We are able to identify the key risks that are
likely to affect a successful completion early in
the transaction using our experience and
knowledge of the market, leading to a very
high percentage of successful completions.

•

We use our knowledge and experience to
properly assess those risks which require
special focus in any particular transaction, and
our extensive network of contacts to resolve
these (where necessary).

•

Our significant experience of negotiating
transactional documentation allows us to
protect a Seller from the key risks by always
having a partner leading on negotiations
(supported by a team of more junior lawyers
appropriate to the deal requirements).

How we add value
We believe that the following key factors clearly
distinguish us in the market:
•

Our transaction lawyers all come from leading
international law firms and have the required
strategic, structuring and drafting skill set to
prepare and negotiate all types of
transactional documents to international
standards.

One key difference is that our transaction
lawyers are integrated with experienced
lawyers from the region who possess specific
local law and bilingual skills and expertise to
ensure our advice is efficient, accurate and
pragmatic.

Please do review our further thoughts and details
of our particular experience in working with each
type of Seller set out below. We trust that you will
appreciate our approach and contact us further.

Next steps – please feel free to get in
touch with us
We are here to build trusted relationships with
Sellers. We appreciate that an explanatory call or
meeting should not be charged, and we are happy
to accommodate this in all instances.

Sameer Huda

Patrick Tweedale

Partner, Head of Corporate

Partner

T: +971 (0) 4 429 2999
E: s.huda@hadefpartners.com
p.tweedale@hadefpartners.com
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Main points to consider for each type of Buyer
There are a range of general points which are relevant for all Sellers which we would normally consider. However, we have highlighted below some key points
that tend to be applicable to each type of Buyer, although many points clearly also overlap between each type of Buyer.

Third Party Buyer
•

Buy-out by existing Franchisor/Principal
Distributor/Joint Venture Partner/Investor

•

Which particularly sensitive issues would be
better served by particular structures for an
exit and sale?

What shareholding interest will a private equity
buyer require a Seller to continue retaining to
feel comfortable that the Seller is incentivised
to grow the business to the next level?

•

Are registered commercial agencies involved
and how would these be treated?

Which types of control can a Seller include to
protect itself with respect to the future
management of the business?

•

How can any valuation gaps be bridged?

How can you find the right third party Buyer?

•

How can you get relatively comfortable on the
true valuation?

•

How should the sale process be run?

•

What are the typical problems that can arise
and how can these be prevented?

•

How can you keep commercially sensitive
information confidential?

•

What is a realistic timeline for completing a
sale?

•

How do you approach a discussion on the
terms of such a buy-out?

•

•

Private Equity/New Investor Buyer

•

How can you ensure that a strong working
relationship continues if the buy-out fails?

•

How can the Seller eventually sell its retained
shareholding?

•

Who holds the key relationships and how can
these be maintained – are there “key man”
requirements?

•

How can a Seller ensure that its shareholding
is not diluted in an unprotected manner?
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Main points to consider for each type of Buyer
Buy-out by existing Management or new
Management team (MBO or MBI)

Refinancing

Corporate Structure

•

How can the management team access funds
to pay for the purchase price?

•

•

What types of payment plans and structures
can be used that work for the management
team using cash flows from the business (if
necessary)?

What is the main objective of obtaining the
refinancing and how can an appropriate
repayment plan be arranged?

•

How should a Seller approach the refinancing
of existing loans and the replacement of
existing personal or corporate guarantees?

•

How much financial leverage can a Seller
normally obtain?

•

In parallel with deciding on which of the five types
of exit is most appropriate, the starting point in any
‘Structuring for Exit’ exercise is to review the
current corporate structure. Whilst the type of
Buyer can often affect which type of corporate
structure would be most appropriate, there are
various points that should be considered in
relation to all corporate structures. Please refer to
our “Corporate Structuring” section to review our
more detailed comments on these.

What types of terms are normally achievable
with banks?

•

What about resorting to private funders rather
than banks to speed up or bridge the process?

•

Which types of security structures are normally
required and how can a Seller limit the security
to be provided?

•

•

How can the Seller be properly protected
against the management team being unable to
pay any deferred payments of the purchase
price?

How can banks or third party financiers be
encouraged to provide acquisition finance by
the use of appropriate corporate structures?

•

How will existing personal or
guarantees be replaced?

•

How will control of the business work and who
will control and sustain key relationships if
payment at the purchase price is staged over
a period of time?

corporate

Case studies
We have set out a few case studies of
transactions we have closed which involved some
of the different types of Buyer described above, to
demonstrate examples of our solutions focused
approach. Please scroll down to review these.
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Case Study 1
Case Study
(MBO)

–

Management

Buy-Out

Solutions provided by Hadef & Partners

Pre-Completion
Structure Charts

and

Post-Completion

The charts on the following pages illustrate the
effect of putting some of the above solutions into
practice.

Main Issues
•

Sellers were required to sell shares in a
successful business operating in Jebel Ali
Free Zone, Dubai.

•

We helped procure a bank to provide
acquisition finance to the current management
team.

•

The business relied on a single key product
supplied by a critical distributor.

•

•

Sellers could not identify a third party Buyer or
any other form of exit.

We created a corporate structure which
enabled the Sellers to be paid out of future
dividends in installment payments, subject to
certain liquidity and “free cash” tests.

•

The existing management team was prepared
to buy the business but did not have the funds.

•

•

Sellers owned the business
unrelated companies.

We created incentives for the management
team to obtain further acquisition finance with
some banks following completion to accelerate
payment to the Sellers.

•

Crucially, we ensured that the Sellers could
resume ownership and control of the business
if the management team failed to make the
installment payments.

under

two
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Pre-Completion Structure
Seller 1

Seller 2

100%

JAFZA FZCO
(UAE Business)

Seller 3

Seller 1

Seller 2

100%

Foreign Co Ltd
(Singapore Business)

Notes:
1. Sellers own the shares in personal names so if any should pass away or become incapacitated, the shares in the main business cannot be easily transferred.
2. Sellers businesses in both jurisdictions are not connected under a single legal structure.
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Post-Completion Structure
Existing
Management
(Buyers)

Payment Security (1)
(Pledge over shares)

BVI Co

Bank

Sellers
Payment Security (2)
(Corporate guarantee)

Acquisition finance

100%

JAFZA FZCO
(UAE Business)

100%

Foreign Co Ltd
(Singapore)

Payment Security (3)
(Corporate guarantee)

Payment Security (4)
(Promissory note)

Notes:
1. Using a BVI Co above JAFZA Co and Foreign Co Ltd enables a single shareholder to own the business.
2. The Payment Security levers for the Sellers gave them the confidence to transfer ownership of the business prior to receiving full payment which can be summarised as follows:
(i) Payment Security (1) – Pledge over shares in BVI Co
(ii) Payment Security (2) – Corporate guarantee
(iii) Payment Security (3) – Corporate guarantee
(iv) Payment Security (4) – Assignment of receivables and a promissory note.
3. Bank able to provide acquisition finance in view of the robust and clean legal corporate structure which provides appropriate security and control.
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Case Study 2
Case Study – Sale of franchise business
to Third Party Buyer

Solutions provided by Hadef & Partners
•

Main Issues
•

Seller had built a very successful business in
the UAE, Bahrain and KSA pursuant to its
MENA franchise rights.

•

Seller had not structured ownership of the
franchise rights, the assets or the underlying
businesses in a clean structure in which an
investor could invest.

•

Seller wanted to sell the business to a new
investor.

•

Seller had an existing partner who first needed
to exit in order to proceed with sale.

We restructured the Seller’s operations so an
investor could enter cleanly with a single
shareholding purchase.

•

We addressed “keyman” provisions in the
franchise agreements so the master franchisor
had sufficient comfort that the Seller would
have a continuing role for a limited period.

•

We worked cooperatively with the existing
partner to achieve his exit on agreed
settlement terms, which also facilitated a good
relationship with the Seller.

Pre-Completion
Structure Charts

and

Post-Completion

The charts on the following pages illustrate the
effect of putting some of the above solutions into
practice.
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Pre-Completion Structure
JV Partner

Seller
(Franchise
Rights)

50%

Sub-licence
(Franchise rights)

Seller
MOA

Bahrain
OpCo

Franchise Agreement

50%

Management
Agreement

Bahrain
JV
Partner

Master
Franchisor
Co

Development
Agreement

Seller
Nominee
Arrangement

UAE Co

Nominee
Arrangement

MOA

Saudi JV
Partner

Saudi
Retail 1
(Branch)

Retail 2
(Branch)

Retail 3
(Branch)

JV Co

Notes:
1. Seller held franchise rights under a personal contract when these should have been held by UAE Co.
2. Seller also held shares in Bahrain OpCo and Saudic OpCo in personal name rather than by UAE Co. No proper shareholder agreement in effect with Bahrain JV Partner or Saudi JV Partner.
3. Buyer would require all rights to be held by UAE Co so all arrangements required restructuring.
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Post-Completion Structure
Third Party
Buyer

Framework Arrangement

Seller

Keyman Agreement

100%
Guarantee of Franchisee obligations

UAE Co

100%

Newco
(Franchise
Rights)

Development Agreement

Master
Franchisor

Franchise Agreement

(Franchisee)
Bahrain
JV Partner

Shareholders Agreement

Shareholders Agreement

75%

25%

60%

Bahrain JV Co

Retail 1
(Branch)

Saudi JV
Partner
40%

Saudi JV Co

Retail 2
(Branch)

Retail 3
(Branch)

Notes:
1. Franchise rights transferred to UAE Co would be required by any buyer as well as shares in Bahrain JV Co and Saudi JV Co to also be transferred to UAE Co.
2. A proper shareholders agreement was implemented for each of Bahrain JV Co and Saudi JV Co on behalf of the Buyer.
3. An innovative framework agreement contained the step plan to enable the Seller to overcome “keyman” provisions with master franchisor, without which sale could not have been achieved
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Case Study 3
Case Study – Private equity buyer
purchasing a business holding registered
agency rights

Solutions provided by Hadef & Partners
•

Main issues
•

Seller held no legal
substantial business.

•

UAE national nominee held the registered
commercial agency rights in his sole name.

•

•

ownership

of

the

We restructured all the registered commercial
agency agreements into corporate entities
(thereby removing risk relating to the UAE
national
passing
away
or
becoming
incapacitated).

•

We
addressed
“change
of
control”
considerations with the principals of the
registered agencies.

Seller was facing risk of collapse of his entire
business because agency rights could
discontinue if the UAE national passed away
or became incapacitated.

•

We created a nominee structure to provide an
investor with legally enforceable protection
over capital, income and voting rights held by
the UAE national.

Seller unable to sell all or part of the business
to
any
investor
without
substantial
restructuring.

•

Our creation of a new corporate structure
enabled the Seller to achieve a premium on
the price offered by the private equity buyer.

Pre-Completion
Structure Charts

and

Post-Completion

The charts on the following pages illustrate the
effect of putting some of the above solutions into
practice.
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Pre-Completion Structure
UAE National

Principals
Side Agreement

UAE Sole
Proprietorships

Registered Commercial
Agency Agreements

Seller

UAE Business
operations

Notes:
1.
UAE national held entire legal interest through a sole proprietorship.
2.
Sole proprietorship held registered commercial agencies in its name meaning that Seller’s entire business was at risk if UAE
national passed away or became incapacitated.
3.
Seller had contractual side agreement with UAE national which would not be enforceable under applicable law.
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Post-Completion Structure
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